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Abstract—This paper constructed a database of the national
representative level of a professional horse-rider by wearing a
motion-capture suit attached with 16 inertial sensors under an
inertial sensor-based wireless network environment, then made a
visual comparative analysis through a few methods (graphical
and statistical) on the values of all motion features (elbow angle,
knee angle, knee-elbow distance, backbone angle and hip
position) classified depending on horse types (using two horses
named Warm-blood and Thoroughbred) and footpace types (at a
trot and a canter) and obtained by various methods of calculating
Euclidean distance, the second cosine, maximum and minimum
values, and made a comparative analysis depending on motion
features of a horse-rider by using MVN studio software. In the
study, the experimental results confirmed the validity of the
proposed method of obtaining the motion feature database of a
horse-rider in the wireless sensor network environment and
making an analytical system.
Keywords—3D motion capture and analysis; inertial sensor;
wireless network

I.

INTRODUCTION

A lot of people are doing exercises to keep a good body
shape. Especially, everybody knows that obesity is good
neither for appearance nor for health. Horse-riding is a good
sport of keeping good health and body line. It is possible to
analyze and properly coach the postures of a horse-rider by the
analysis of the so-called horse-riding motions under the
wireless sensor network environment. Particularly, horseriding is an exercise with a special trait that a horse-rider and a
horse alive should be joined together. It can be helpful for a
horse-rider to build up physical health and spiritual growth. In
addition, the horse-riding is a physical exercise of the whole
body helpful to improve body’s balance and flexibility for
general physical developments, and it is also a spiritual
exercise helpful to bring a spirit of boldness and sound
thinking and to cultivate humanity through the learning
process of being kind to animals. In summary of the horseriding related mental, physical and psychological effects, it
helps mentally to improve self-confidence through the talks
with animals in love, learn social order in the process of horseriding activities and cultivate patience. In addition, as it is an
exercise of the whole body, it helps physically to improve
blood circulation by using muscles and joints and general
body adaptability and flexibility in relation to functional
recovery, a sense of balance and a change in speed by
stimulating all the nerves of several body parts. Furthermore,
it has positive psychological impacts of having a satisfactory

feeling about properly dealing with a big animal like a horse, a
respectful mind for the dignity of life and an emotional growth
in inter-personal relationships through enhancement of active
attitudes in general. Finally, it is directly effective to correct
body postures, enhance bowel function, enlarge lung capacity,
prevent arthritis, anemia and constipation, build up courage,
increase back flexibility, promote body rhythms and strength
pelvis [1-3].
However, the horse-riding is not effective if correct body
postures are not learned and maintained properly in the course
of the exercise. Therefore, in order to make the most effective
achievement within the shortest period of time, it is necessary
to get a coaching session to check what is wrong with the
motions of a horse-rider. Recently a lot of studies have been
made by using inertial sensors at the wireless sensor network
environment to carry out the most effective coaching session
of the horse-riding sport. Luinge [4] proposed a method of
accurately measuring the size of a person by using inertial
sensors and angular velocity sensors.
Zhou [5] suggested a new human motion tracking system
using two wearable inertial sensors that are placed near the
wrist and elbow joints of the upper limb. Lee[6] suggested
Sensor fusion and calibration for motion captures using
accelerometers. Zhu [7] presented a real time motion-tracking
system using tri-axis micro electromechanical accelerometers.
Cheng [8] suggested the results of a set of network traffic
experiments that were designed to investigate the suitability of
conventional wireless motion sensing system design which
generally assumes in-network processing - as an efficient and
scalable design for use in sports training. Venkatraman [9]
analyzed a behavior of the animal is further extracted from the
recorded acceleration data using neural network based pattern
recognition algorithms. Ghasemzadeh [10] suggested a golf
swing training system which incorporates wearable motion
sensors to obtain inertial information and provide feedback on
the quality of movements. Kevin [11] analyzed a theory,
design, and evaluation of a miniature, wireless IMU (Initial
Measurement Unit) that precisely measures the dynamics of a
golf club used in putting. Mariani [12] described 3D gait
assessment in young and elderly subjects using foot-worn
inertial sensors. Yujin[13] suggested Upper Body Motion
Tracking With Inertial Sensors. Lijun [14] analyzed A
Practical Calibration Method on MEMS Gyroscope. Wei [15]
suggested calibration of low-precision MEMS inertial sensor.
Cao [16] performed 3D dynamics analysis of a golf full swing
by fusion inertial sensors and vision data. Jung [17] analyzed
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smart shoes. Chan [18] proposed a virtual reality dance
training system using motion capture technology. Frosio [19]
analyzed automatic calibration of MEMS accelerometers.
However, a variety of inertial sensor-based studies have
been made so far, but no study has been made about an
analysis on the motions of a horse-rider in a wireless network
environment. Thus, in this paper, a database is constructed by
collecting the motions of a professional horse-rider wearing a
motion-capture suit under the inertial sensor-based wireless
network environment. At this time, two representative types of
horses, named Warm-blood and Thoroughbred, were selected
for this study. Actual horse-riding sessions were made to
analyze the postures of a professional horse-rider by
measuring and calculating all the motion feature values of
elbow angle, knee angle, knee-elbow distance, backbone angle
and hip y-axis position at the two representative horse-riding
footpace types, rising trot and canter.
The results of the experiments made at MVN Studio with
MATLAB confirmed the validity of the method of analyzing
the motions of a horse-rider in a wireless sensor network
environment suggested in this study, in which all the motion
data of a horse-rider were collected in the wireless sensor
network environment [20] to make a comparative analysis on
all the horse-riding postures carefully.
II. METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING AN INERTIAL SENSORBASED WIRELESS NETWORK ENVIRONMENT AND A DATABASE
This chapter describes a method of constructing an inertial
sensor-based wireless network environment and a motion
database. All the motion data of a horse-rider are received to a
computer through the MVN motion capture system
constructed with inertial sensors made by Xsens Co. Then, all
the data are compared by using respective calculation methods.
Figure 2 below illustrated the steps of collecting and
constructing a database of motions in a wireless sensor
network environment. Differently from an optical sensorbased motion capture system, the MVN motion capture system
can capture the entire body motions wirelessly without using a
camera. In addition, the MVN motion capture system is
portable for convenient indoor-outdoor uses.
Figure 1 illustrates a process of wireless sensor network
made by Xsens Co. The MTX sensor used for constructing the
database is a small and light 3DOF Human orientation tracker
which provides drift-free kinematic data, precise three-axis
acceleration, three-axis gyroscope and three-axis geomagnetic
values. Figure 3 shows the sensor used for constructing a
database.

Fig. 2. Data collection and output processing

Fig. 3. MTX sensor: 3DOF human orientation tracker

In order to collect data, this study used a subject, a national
representative level of a professional horse-rider whose height
is 164cm with her foot size of 235mm. She worn the MVN,
the inertial sensor-based 3D motion capture suit made by
Xsens, to collect data, subsequently riding on the horses,
thoroughbred whose height is160cm and Warm-blood whose
height is 150~173cm. The period of time taken for
measurement of one file was about 1~2 minutes and 15 data
were collected depending on footpace types. There are 4 horse
footpace types such as walk, trot, canter and gallop. A horse
usually goes as far as 130m for a minute, approximately 8km
for an hour at a walk. It usually moves as far as 220m for a
minute, approximately 13km for an hour at a rising trot, one
specific type of trots. It generally moves as far as 350m for a
minute, approximately 21km for an hour at a canter. It moves
as far as 1000m for a minute, approximately 60km or even
72km for an hour at a gallop. The horses used in the
experiments of this study were made to move at the two
footpace types, a rising trot and a canter. The measurement
frame rate was 100 frames per second. Figure 4 (a) show the
two horse types respectively, Warm-blood and Thoroughbred,
on which the horse-rider was sitting, in the process of
constructing the actual DB. Figure 4 (b) illustrates all the 16
body parts attached with inertial sensors, differently marked
for her visible front and lateral sides and her invisible back
side.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Warm-blood of Actual horse-rider’s postures (b) Thoroughbred of
Actual horse-rider’s postures
Fig. 1. Process of wireless sensor network
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III.

METHOD OF EXTRACTING FEATURES FROM MOTIONS OF
HORSE-RIDER

If body postures are not properly learned and maintained
by a horse-rider, the horse-riding exercise may bring not a
positive, but a negative effect. Therefore, it is necessary to
make an analysis on the horse-riding postures to clearly check
what is wrong with the motions of the horse-rider. The
following method is presented to make a comparative analysis
on 5 motion features (elbow angle, knee angle, elbow-knee
distance, backbone angle, hip position).
A. Elbow Angle
The values of motion features collected by the sensors
attached at body parts, A(wrist), B(elbow) and C(shoulder),
are extracted from the DB to define three coordinates, A, B
and C through Eq. (1). Figure 5 (a) shows MVN studio motion
capture software. Figure 5 (b) illustrates a method of obtaining
an elbow angle.

A, B and C in the same way shown in case of the elbow angle.
The distances among feature positions, A(left hip), B(left
knee), C(left ankle), are obtained in Euclidean geometry. The
respective distances among the feature positions are obtained
and then applied to Eq. (3). A change is made into Eq. (5), so
as to calculate the knee angle.

(5)
Figure 6 (a) shows MVN studio motion capture software.
Figure 6 (b) illustrates a method of obtaining a knee angle.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) MVN studio software (b) Method of obtaining a knee angle

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) MVN studio software (b) Method of obtaining an elbow angle

,
,
(1)
Besides, all the respective distances among feature
positions, A(wrist), B(elbow), C(shoulder), are obtained in
Euclidean geometry through Eq.(2)
̅̅̅̅
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̅̅̅̅

√
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√

(2)
The respective distances among the feature positions are
obtained and applied to the following Eq.(3).

C. Elbow-Knee Distance
The values of motion features collected by the sensors
attached at body parts, A(left elbow) and B(right elbow), are
extracted from the DB to define two coordinates, A and B as
shown in Figure 6 (b). An elbow distance between the features
A and B is obtained through Eq. (6).
√
(6)
In the same way described above, the values of body
features collected by the sensors attached at body parts, C(left
knee) and D(right knee), are extracted from the DB to define
two coordinates, C and D as shown in Figure 7. A knee
distance between the features C and D is obtained through Eq.
(7)
√
(7)
Figure 7 illustrate methods of obtaining an elbow distance
and a knee distance, respectively.

(3)
A change is made into Eq.(4), so as to calculate an elbow
angle.

(4)
B. Knee Angle
The values of motion features collected by the sensors
attached at body parts, A(left hip), B(left knee) and C(left
ankle), are extracted from the DB to define three coordinates,

Fig. 7. Method of obtaining an elbow and knee distance

D. Backbone Angle
The values of motion features collected by the sensors
attached at body parts, A(neck), B(chest) and C(chest), are
extracted from the DB to define three coordinates, A, B and C
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Figure 8 (a) shows MVN studio motion capture software.
Figure 8 (b) illustrates a method of obtaining a backbone angle.
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in the same way shown above in case of the elbow angle. The
distances among feature positions, A(neck), B(chest3) and
C(chest), are obtained in Euclidean geometry. The respective
distances among the feature positions are obtained and then
applied to Eq. (3). A change is made into Eq. (8), so as to
calculate a backbone angle.
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Fig. 9. Feature values of Warm-blood at a trot
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In the experiments of this study, data were collected by
making two horse types (Warm-blood and Thoroughbred) at
two footpace types (rising trot and canter) 15 times, so that 4
cycles of data were extracted for comparative analysis. It was
confirmed that there was differences in horse-rider’s postures
through different values of respective angles and distances.
The right elbow and knee are marked in red dotted lines.
A. Warm-blood at a Trot
The following figure shows that repeating 200 frames were
extracted out of approximately 10000 frames to demonstrate 4
cycles (2.5 seconds). As shown in the Figure below, the elbow
and knee angles remain at the range of about 130~150 degrees
and about 130-170 degrees, respectively. The elbow and knee
distances stay at the range of 18~27cm and 15~18cm,
respectively. The backbone angle remains at the range of
170~177 degrees. The Hip positions moves within the range of
30~37cm. Figure 9 shows the average feature values of 15
data.
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E. Hip Position
The value of a body feature collected by the sensor
attached at a body part, A(hip), is extracted from the DB to
define a coordinate, A(x,y,z). As the hip position is centered at
horse-riding, the movement of A(y) axis is in use.
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180
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Fig. 8. (a) MVN studio software (b) Method of obtaining a backbone angle

B. Warm-blood at a Canter
Figure 10 shows that repeating 300 frames were extracted
out of approximately 10000 frames to demonstrate 4 cycles (3
seconds). As shown in the Figure below, the elbow and knee
angles remain at the range of about 130~160 degrees and
130~140 degrees, respectively. The elbow and knee distances
stay at the range of 25~29cm and 15~18cm, respectively. The
backbone angle remains at the range of 170~177 degrees. The
Hip positions moves within the range of 30~37cm. Figure 10
shows the average feature values of 15 data.
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Fig. 10. Feature values of Warm-blood at a canter

C. Thoroughbred at a Trot
Figure 11 shows that repeating 200 frames were extracted
out of approximately 10000 frames to demonstrate 4 cycles
(2.5 seconds). As shown in the Figure below, the elbow and
knee angles remain at the range of about 135~160 degrees and
about 120~160 degrees, respectively.
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Fig. 11. Feature values of Thoroughbred at a trot
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Fig. 12. Feature values of Thoroughbred at a canter

Figure 13 below illustrates the numerical comparison of
feature values of two horses at a rising trot. A visible
difference is revealed in the elbow angles. A similar difference
is noticed in knee angles as shown in the elbow angles. The
reason why no significant difference was made in the
backbone angles and in the hip positions is because the horse-
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Fig. 14. Comparison of maximum and minimum feature values at a canter
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Figure 14 below illustrates the numerical comparison of
maximum and minimum feature values of two horses (Warmblood and Thoroughbred) at a canter. A visible difference is
revealed in the elbow angles. A similar difference is noticed in
knee angles as shown in the elbow angles. As described above,
no significant difference was made in the backbone angles and
in the hip positions because the horse-rider should keep her
backbone at its perpendicularity and her hip at the same
position regardless of the type of horses.
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D. Thoroughbred at a Canter
Figure 12 shows that repeating 300 frames were extracted
out of approximately 10000 frames to demonstrate 4 cycles (3
seconds). As shown in the Figure below, the elbow and knee
angles remain at the range of about 135~160 degrees and
about 120~140 degrees, respectively. The elbow and knee
distances stay at the range of 22~25cm and 13~19cm,
respectively. The backbone angle remains at the range of
170~177 degrees. The Hip positions moves within the range of
31~38cm. Figure 12 shows the average feature values of 15
data.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of maximum and minimum feature values at a trot
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rider should keep her backbone at its perpendicularity and her
hip at the same position whatever type of a horse she is riding
on.

Elbow…

The elbow and knee distances stay at the range of
22~25cm and 14~16cm, respectively. The backbone angle
remains at the range of 170~177 degrees. The Hip positions
moves within the range of 34~40cm. Figure 11 shows the
average feature values of 15 data.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper suggested a method of using a motion database
of a professional horse-rider wearing a suit constructed with
wireless networks consisting of 16 inertial sensors and then
extracting the respective motion features (elbow angle, knee
angle, backbone angle, hip position, knee-elbow distance)
through various calculation methods such as Euclidean
distance, the second cosine, maximum and minimum values,
depending on horse types (Warm-blood and Thoroughbred)
and footpace types (trot and canter). MVN studio software was
used to make a comparative analysis on the horse-rider’s
motion features depending on the footpace types. As a result, a
significant difference was noticed in the motion feature values
obtained depending on different horse and footpace types.
Therefore, in order to effectively make real-time coaching
sessions for different horse-riding footpace types, it is
necessary to construct a motion feature database in relation to
footpace types and accordingly make a suitable analysis and
coach on horse-riding motions.
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